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FINE ART NEWS
Local artist Cindy Walton honored in state department
Cultural Diplomacy Program
BY STAFF REPORTS • WNC

the world. It has been a
vital form of cultural diplomacy since 1963.
is on display for three
The painting is not the
years in the public rooms
only representation from
of the residence of the
NC. Before his current
new U.S. Ambassador to
assignment in Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan as part of the
and his illustrious career in
State Department’s “Art
in Embassies” Program
Cindy Walton Foreign Service, AmbasPhoto
Studio Misha sador William H. Moser
(AIEP).
was born and raised in the state
AIEP is a public-private partand received a B.A. in Political Scinership that promotes cultural
ence from UNC at Chapel Hill.
diplomacy through exhibitions,
Cindy’s work has been exhibitpermanent collections, site-specific
ed
at the Asheville Art Museum,
commissions and two-way artist
South Cobb (Georgia) Arts Alliance,
exchanges in more than 200 U.S.
Florida’s National Vernissage des
embassies and consulates around
Femmes Artistes exhibit, various
“Out of Many Waters,” a
painting by Cindy Walton

colleges and universities, and
elsewhere. Her work is also in the
collections of Mission Hospital, Citi
Bank Corporation, and other entities as well as private collections in
the United States and Europe.
“Since the role of embassies is
to represent our Nation around the
world, Art has its special place in
demonstrating that all people share
a love of creative expression.”
Cindy Walton
For further information visit
Walton’s website at
www.cindywalton.com or the Art in
Embassies program at
www.art.state.gov.

INFO

Animals in Art at Mark Bettis Studio & Gallery

Mark Bettis Studio & Gallery • 123 Roberts St. Asheville
www.markbettisart.com • www.markbettisgallery.com
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ART
RAD artists share their inspiration and
fondness of animals
BY STAFF REPORTS • RIVER ARTS DISTRICT, ASHEVILLE

Many artists love to create works with animals
as their subject.
You can see these artists and many more in
the River Arts District of Asheville. Opened every
day, there is something for everyone. Make a day
of it. See lots of art of over 200 artists, enjoy fine
and casual dining, breweries and more. Get a
map at your first stop. On our Second Saturday,
June 8th, you can even ride the free trolley in the
district!
Here are
a few
artworks
featuring
animals,
by some
of the district’s best
artists!
“Becoming Human” by Tess Darling

parks around the country I relive those wildlife
interactions in the painting, then the viewer responds with their own animal stories I find these
experiences valuable, and more so now that
we’ve learned there are consequences to our
actions in the environment.”

Tess Darling, “Becoming Human,” Acrylic
Phil Mechanic Studios LLC, Suite M-A.
“I like coexisting with animals. I take photos
and do sketches in the wild, from local areas to

capture their personalities. Living in Leicester,
I am surrounded by farms and farm animals.
Cows, goats, and sheep are some of the animals
I see every day and love to paint. Animals seem

Phil DeAngelo, “Hey,” acrylic
Wedge Building, Ground Floor
“I love painting animals, especially trying to

“Hey,” by Phil DeAngelo
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ART
to have a way of inviting the viewer into their
world.”
Mark Bettis Studio
& Gallery, “In Sight,”
oil
Wedge Building,
Ground Floor
“I love doing animal
paintings, at least
once a year, I create a
“In Sight” by Mark Bettis
series based on animals. One of the series
I created was ‘Spirit Animals,’ which I focused on
the animal’s eyes, which I believe are the windows
to the soul.
Fleta Monaghan, “Long Ago and Far Away,”
Encaustic
310 ART at Riverview Station, Ground
Floor North end
“Birds seem to
carry strong significant
symbolism. Often it is
believed that love ones
appear as birds after
Fleta Monaghan, “Long their death to comfort
Ago and Far Away”
those left
behind. Bird-Magic surrounds us with
their miracle of flight.”
Patricia Cotterill, “Cool Cows,” Oil
Riverside Studios
“I paint animals for the enjoyment
it brings me and
witnessing the joyful
connection they bring
to the viewer!”

Stephanie Peterson
Jones, “Elephant,”
acrylic

Victoria Pinney Gallery, Riverview Sta“Elephant” by Stephanie tion, Suite 101
Peterson Jones
“I am a Children’s
Book and Product Illustrator and love to incorporate surface design into my artwork. I work in
both watercolor and acrylic. I love the inherent
innocence and whimsy that animals have.”
Anne Allen,
Wings of Change,
pastel

310 ART at Riverview Station
Original pastel by
“Wings of Change”
Anne Allen.
by Anne Allen
“This small painting was inspired
by a visit to Wild for Life of Asheville, a non-profit
refuge and rehabilitation program for orphaned
and injured wildlife.”
Cason Rankin, “Wolf”
Warehouse Studios
“I love to
paint Bears
and Wolves.”
“Wolf ” by Cason
Rankin

“Cool Cows” by Patricia Cotterill

Bee Sieburg, “Mr. Donkey,” oil
Wedge Studios, Second Floor
I paint animals because I grew
“Mr. Donkey” up loving them and wanted to be
Bee Sieburg a veterinarian.

Deborah Anderson: Ahdra
Art, “Edwin”
Eco Depot Marketplace, Digi
photos

“We all like
to place human attributes on
our pets, and other animals
so why not make them appear somewhat like us. Also, I
have a lot of fun putting animal
heads on human bodies.”

“Edwin” by
Deborah Anderson
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FINE ART

“Veil I” by Elizabeth Henderson

“Veil II” by Elizabeth Henderson

Elizabeth Henderson talks about being a ‘Visionary
Surrealist’
BY STAFF REPORTS • RIVER ARTS DISTRICT, ASHEVILLE

I am a visionary, as many of my compositions and
images come to me while in mediation; sometimes
in reading poetry; other times, when my mind is a
clean slate.
I begin a composition by going from dot (cosmic egg) to line to an image, and after that, the
picture and icons evolve and develop.
However, I am most often finding new ideas,
icons and hieroglyphs from various sources:
Mayan, Aztec, Egyptian, Medieval English,
French, Celtic and Islamic manuscript illumina-

tions; Buddhist, East Indian tar, Art Deco and
Surrealist art. I also incorporate many architectural elements that I have seen while traveling
around the world and living abroad.
I seek to convey the uncanny, miraculous, and
mysterious, and what motivates the eye and
hand to see, to make the mind and spirit see.
Mayan art is especially uncanny to me. It feels
very surreal to me. So many of my sources do
feel surreal to me, which is why I call myself a
Surrealist.
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FINE ART

“Veil III” by Elizabeth Henderson

“Veil IV” by Elizabeth Henderson

It fascinates me that in many of these other
cultures, the artist studies with a master and
seeks not to make something NEW, as we do in
the West, but seeks to carry a tradition correctly.
Over thousands of years, for example, Egyptian,
Buddhist, and Mayan art, the images remain the
same, and the artist has faithfully, basically, followed the traditions and teachings of the master.
These are the ideas that motivate my art. My
technique is coloring-in. I make acrylic or watercolor washes and superimpose the composition
on them. I keep notebooks full of drawings from
which I make paintings on paper, canvas, or
wood.
I am a D.C. transplant, living in Asheville to

be near my daughter and grandchildren. I have
made art all of my life and have traveled widely. I
received my art education in D.C. at the Corcoran School of Art and Design, where I received
my BFA. I have a niche in Gallery 310 Art in
the Riverview Station and a studio in the same
building.
Elizabeth Henderson
Current Exhibit: Gallery 310 Art in the
Riverview Station. • Libets2@icloud.com
Elizabethhendersonartist.com • 119 Lyman St.,
Asheville • Henderson’s Studio: #217 Riverview
Station, South Entrance to building.

IF
YOU
GO

Spice it up for spring!
Over 65 Seasonings, Rubs & Spices
Largest selection of Olive Oils &
Balsamic Vinegar in WNC
224 Branner Ave. Waynesville
828-246-6868 Mon - Sat 10-6
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310 ART

June Se cond
S at urday

The district will
feature many special
events and a free
trolley on Saturday,
June 8

“Waiting for a Dragonfly” 16 x 16, by Bet Kindley,

Bet Kindley, waterscape artist
extraordinaire

BY FLETA MONAGHAN • RIVER ARTS DISTRICT, ASHEVILLE

Bet Kindley always makes her
presence known with her infectious
laughter and her great sense of
humor.

She is a true native of WNC,
coming from generations of
Buncombe County residents. She
knows the waterways and waterfalls
well, and it shows in her art. A
photographer of mountains scenes
for many years, she now transforms
her vision into dreamy and restful
encaustic abstracted landscapes.
Kindley’s recent paintings of
rushing mountain waterfalls, cool
pools with koi, and vast open
waterways have telling titles: “Where
I’m Meant To Be,” “Sail on Sailor,”
10 |RAPIDRIVERMAGAZINE.COM | RAPID RIVER’S ARTS & CULTURE | VOL. 22, NO. 10 JUNE 2019

“Sun Glitters,” and “Beneath the
Cloistered Waterfall.” Bet says, “I
hope that a person can view my
paintings and recall a journey they
have taken, a wondrous place they
have been, or a memorable moment
in time.”
Bet paints these waterscapes in
her medium of choice—encaustic
(wax and damar resin) to create
colorful multi-layered translucent
backgrounds. She then adds unique
touches with shellac and inks to
make the surfaces sparkle like light
on water. She uses various torches
and heat guns to create the fluid
movement and watery effects that
are very recognizable in her work. “I
taught myself this technique with a

S h o p , L e a r n , E x p l o r e . . . E v e r y d a y , A l l Ye a r R o u n d
Classes at 310 ART

(left-right) “Saplings Along the French Broad”16 x 16, “Morning-Song” 12 x 24, encaustic mixed media, by Bet Kindley

great deal of experimentation—and singed hair!
At first, the method seems so easy, but it has
taken a lot of practice to be able to create these
paintings with intention and control.”
Her paintings have caught the attention of
designers and collectors who have purchased
her work for Wake Forest Medical Center,
Mission Hospitals, and Cone Health Women’s
Hospital as well as many private collections.
“I’ve learned to work very large for some
commissions. Sometimes I’m painting on a
piece that is upside down because I’m working
from all four sides.”
Bet learned to paint using encaustic from
many of the “masters” at numerous and varied
workshops, classes, and conferences. She is
a member of the International Encaustic Artists.

Her work has been juried into many shows,
and she is represented by 310 ART. She
has taught comprehensive encaustic classes
for 310 ART and currently co-teaches the
Watercolor and Wax Wonders class there.
When Bet isn’t in her studio painting, she
enjoys being with her large family, relaxing at
Fontana Lake on their houseboat where she
soaks in the lake landscapes and meeting new
friends who stay in her Airbnb.
310 Art
Bet Kindley is at 310 ART, Riverview
Station, 191 Lyman St #310, Asheville, NC.
Mon-Sat 11-5 & Sun 12-4. Ride the free trolley
on every Second Saturday of the month too!
310art.com, gallery#310art.com.

IF
YOU
GO

310 ART
AT RIVERVIEW STATION

Marvelous Mondays with Lorelle and Nadine

Beginner and Up! Open art studios
Mondays with instructor to guide you - start
and continue year round in our Monday
classes, 9:30-12:30pm and 1-4pm. Come the
dates that work for you!
See 310art.com for schedule and sign up.
Beginners welcomed!

Workshops: Coming Soon
Eco Printing Intro - June 8

Encaustic Pendants - June 13
Wire Wrapping Mini - June 20

Encaustic Comprehensive - June 22, 23
Paperworks Exchange - June 29
Beginning Acrylics - July 13, 14

Most or all materials are provided in our
workshops! 2019 Workshops now online at
310art.com
Classes for adults at 310 ART, 191 Lyman
Street, #310, Asheville, NC 28801

www.310art.com gallery@310art.com
(828)776-2716 Adult classes, beginner and up,
most materials provided. Register online or at
the studio.
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RAD ART

“Live Artfully” - A collaboration of NorthLight Studios
and Premier Sotheby’s International Realty
BY STAFF REPORTS • RIVER ARTS DISTRICT, ASHEVILLE

Please join the artists of NorthLight Studios
and Premier Sotheby’s International Realty
for a reception open to the public on Thursday,
June 13, 5:30 -7:30 pm.
“It’s an interesting space, and was a thoughtful
exercise to curate this exhibition,” says Wendy
Whitson, artist/owner of NorthLight Studios. “The
office for Premier Sotheby’s International Realty
is set up much like a gallery, and the lighting is
excellent. There are also furnishings, which help
provide an ambiance of being in a home. Each
artist has a distinct style, and this show proves
that an eclectic collection of paintings truly can
hang together very well.”
Beatrix Masotti, Managing Broker of Premier
Sotheby’s International Realty’s Asheville location
notes, “Premier Sotheby’s International Realty’s
relationship with the arts is strongly rooted in our

ties to the auction house, which has been uniting
collectors with world-class works of art since
1744. This includes supporting local art and artists, which we have been doing here in Asheville
since we opened our office three years ago.”
The reception will take place in Premier Sotheby’s International Realty’s Biltmore Village location
at 10 Brook St., Suite 130. All six artists will be
in attendance: Angela Alexander, Bill George,
Bernadette St. Pierre-George, Nan Davis, Sandy
Lear, and Wendy Whitson.
The exhibition will run through October.
IF
YOU
GO

NorthLight Studios, 357 Depot St., Asheville, NC 28801 • (828) 423-4567
www.northlightstudiosasheville.com

Premier Sotheby’s International Realty
10 Brook St | Suite 130| Asheville, NC 28803
(828) 277-3238
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RAD ART

NO MORE GUTTER CLEANING,
OR YOUR MONEY BACK – GUARANTEED

Acrylic on canvas. Clockwise. “Pondering the Udder
Side” 24w x 36h”, “Courageously Moving Forward”
30w x 40h”, “A Wattle Confused” 20 x 20”.
All work by Angela Alexander

0

Angela Alexander echoes animals’ individual personalities on canvas

BY STAFF REPORTS • RIVER ARTS DISTRICT, ASHEVILLE

Angela Alexander has a unique way of capturing
an animal’s spirit.
Alexander uses vibrant acrylic paints to bring
the energy of her subject to life on canvas.
Alexander specializes in pet portraits; however,
she has a very long waiting list. Her works are

collected nationally and internationally. You will
find Alexander in her River Arts District studio
Thur-Sat 11-4pm. All are welcome.
IF
YOU
GO

Angela Alexander
357 Depot Street, Asheville, NC 28801
(828) 273-4494

%
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Asheville’s Longest Established Fine Art Gallery with 31 Regional Artists

Asheville Gallery of Art 's June Artist

“An Afternoon by the Stream” by Anne McLaughlin

“Beyond the Mist,” 26x34” by Sandra Moore

“The Wonder of It All,” features Anne McLaughlin and Sandra Brugh Moore
BY STAFF REPORTS • DOWNTOWN ASHEVILLE

Asheville Gallery of Art’s June show, “The
Wonder of It All,” features the works of Anne
McLaughlin and Sandra Brugh Moore, whose
complementary painting styles capture the magic
of experiencing the natural world.

Anne McLaughlin grew up in rural Kentucky,
where she learned to appreciate the beauty of
the world. “I was endlessly fascinated by birds,
flowers, and trees.” Though her life-long career
was physical therapy, she continued to follow
an interest in art and art history that evolved into
learning to paint. She took classes at the Atlanta
School of Art and also studied privately. Anne
would spend time in art museums wherever she
traveled.
When Anne and her husband retired to Spring
Creek in Madison County, she said the beauty of
the area compelled her to try plein air painting.
“I work primarily in oil and love capturing what I
see when I sit by a stream or am out for a hike. I
incorporate figures to tell a story, but leave room
for the viewer to imagine their own. I am charmed

“The Irish Sea” by Anne McLaughlin

and fascinated by the wonder of it all and love to
share that with others.”
Sandra Brugh Moore believes wonder describes the area where we live. “Being sensitive
to the landscape and trying to capture that feeling
on paper is my artistic journey. Those special moments in time when the light reveals something
extraordinary is why I paint.” Through experimentation, workshops, and studying books about
watercolor, she says she has the confidence to
put on paper what she sees and feels in nature.
The artist graduated from West Virginia University with a BA in Art Education. Sandra paints

with the Asheville Urban Landscape
Painters and will be one of the demonstrators this summer. “Painting on location in
plein air gives me the grounding I need in
my work.” In the past five years, she has
been adding pen and ink lines to some of
her paintings. “This is a meditative process that takes what is old and turns it
into something new; it’s my unique way of
recycling.”

IF
YOU
GO

Asheville Gallery of Art
For further information about this show,
contact Asheville Gallery of Art at
(828) 251-5796, visit the gallery website at www.
ashevillegallery-of-art.com, or go to the gallery
Facebook page.
The show runs June 1-30 during gallery hours,
11-6 pm Monday through Saturday and 11-4 pm
Sunday. A reception for the artists will be June 7,
5-8 pm at the gallery, 82 Patton Avenue.
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J u n e ' s C ove r A r t i s t — S u z a n n e B a r re t t J u s t i s
The fascinating allure of animals in art: a conversation with artist Suzanne Barrett Justis
BY DENNIS RAY • DOWNTOWN WAYNESVILLE

Twigs and Leaves Gallery, “Where Art Dances
with Nature,” features nature-related art and
beautiful crafts of over 145 artists primarily,
but not exclusively, from Southern Appalachia, will feature Suzanne Barrett Justis for
their featured artist this coming July.

SBJ: Interesting question. Yes, I have always
tried to be careful of not making animals
look anamorphic or “too cute” with my intent
observation of animal behavior and use of
proper habitats in my work. With my work
with zoos all over
Rapid River Magthe country, I can
azine: Your subjects
get most of my
include animals (wild
photographic
and domesticated),
references my self.
people, and landI don’t just snap the
scapes. However,
photo and go — I
you seem to hold a
often linger for a long
particular fondness
time to study how the
toward animals. Why
animal moves and bedo you suppose that
“Last Hold Out” — Mexican Gray Wolf
haves. I also do quite
is?
a bit of research online to gather information just
Suzanne Barrett Justis: Yes, I do have a varied
to become more familiar with the animals — that
repertoire of subject matter, but my fondness
is the scientist in me. I then use many images
for animals goes back to my childhood. I was
of the animal to achieve the composition and
always captivated by all forms of animal life, so
much so, in fact, that I once considered
being a veterinarian. I studied Animal
Science and Wildlife Management at the
University of Tennessee, where I received
my bachelor’s degree and continue my love
and great interest in animals. As a Signature member of the Artists for Conservation
and with my work with zoos all over the
country, I can serve the conservation efforts
of endangered wildlife and wildlife habitats
throughout the world. So my fondness for
“Cataloochee Serenade”
animals has become my life’s work in helping
to preserve them for future children to enjoy.
lighting I am going after for a piece—that is the
RRM: Your animals all have unique, lively expressions without being anamorphic. Do you photo-

RRM: Talk about
your daily work
schedule. How
many hours does
it usually take to
complete a major
painting from start
to finish?

graph the animals, or are they created using
multiple models and images?

artist in me. Both scientist and artist combine to
create the work — it’s a good marriage.

My daily work
schedule varies. I
generally paint in
“Bubo I” — Horned Owl
my downtown Kingsport Art studio from 7:30-10 am before my first
private student arrives. I have about 20 students
I work within either individual or group painting
classes, so I am either painting along side of
them or during my times
without students. You
asked how long it takes
from start to finish to
complete a significant
piece. That is a hard
question as I usually
have several pieces
going at once. I do a lot
of commission pieces
Suzanne Barrett Justis
as well, portraiture and
such. I often need to com. 11
RN
plete the works I must
do first (commissions often
have deadlines), but if it’s a piece I am incredibly
P .
excited about, I can knock
one out in a week
21
from start to finish. Some of my smaller 10 x 10
P .
pieces have been completed
in just three hours
25
or less.
pg

g

g

RRM: What initially drew you to wildlife art?
What initially drew me to wildlife art? Well, as I
mentioned before, I was always captivated by

‘Justis’ continued on page 23
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More of what Makes Asheville Special: Dining • Shopping • Galleries • Music • Fun

Downtown Asheville

Elizabeth Albright talks about the significance of animals in her art
BY STAFF REPORTS • DOWNTOWN ASHEVILLE

Have you ever wondered
why so many children’s
books use animals to tell a
story?

Sure, animals are cute, but
the reasoning goes deeper
than aesthetics. When an
author uses animal characters, they can explore
more complex issues in a
way that appeals to a wider
variety of humans. Animals
don’t carry the baggage of
race, gender, politics, class,
or religion. And animals are

“The Queen of Sacrifice”

something that we all interact
with (most of us) daily.
Humans have used animals
in storytelling since the very
beginning. You find animals in
hieroglyphics, in religious texts,
in indigenous oral storytelling,
and on and on. So it seems
natural to me to use animal
subjects to create new visual
narratives to help broach the
often boring subject of history.
For example, Queen Elizabeth I used a pelican symbol as
a form of propaganda. The pel-

Handcrafted rings by Jewels That Dance

“Lionheart”

Let the
adventure begin...
FINE JEWELRY & DESIGN STUDIO

828-254-5088
63 Haywood St. Downtown Asheville

www.jewelsthatdance.com

ican was a symbol of Christ’s sacrifice in Catholic dogma. Elizabeth I co-opted that symbol as a
way to communicate to her people that she had
sacrificed herself for them. So, in my painting,
“The Queen of Sacrifice,” I transform Elizabeth’s
coronation portrait—turning her into a pelican.
The connections are already there, with animal
symbols being an integral part of history, I bring
them together using visual rhetoric.
The messages of my paintings may not be
obvious to every casual observer. But when they
view the painting, they are intrigued by the novelty and often want to know more. This intrigue
opens up a dialogue about history—where the
viewer may not have been interested before.
IF
YOU
GO
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You can find out more about my work at
ElizabethAlbrightArt.com. You can also purchase my art in Asheville at ZaPow Gallery.

• Dining • Shopping • Galleries • Music

‘Keep your hands on the prize’ taken
literately in ACT’s latest comedy
BY STAFF REPORTS • DOWNTOWN ASHEVILLE

Your Home
Owners Insurance
Is Not Complete
A Home Warranty Is the
Perfect Complement to Your
Home Owners Insurance.

Home appliances and systems break down,
that’s when you need a home warranty from
American Residential Warranty to help with
the repair or replacement cost.

LIM IT ED
TI ME OF
FE R:

20

$

For ten determined Texans, a new
lease on life is so close they can
touch it.

The last one with their hand
on a new Nissan Hardbody truck
wins it. Hands on a Hardbody is a
country-pop musical with music by
Trey Anastasio of Phish and Amanda Green and a book by Pulitzer
Prize-winning playwright Doug
Wright that centers on good music,
good stories, and a beautiful Aztec
red Nissan pick up truck.
Jerry Crouch directs Asheville
Community Theatre’s production of
Hands on a Hardbody with music
direction by Lynda Shuler.
“Hands on a Hardbody is filled
with heart,” said Susan Harper,
Executive Director of Asheville Community Theatre. “This is a fairly new
musical – it premiered on Broadway
in 2013 – and we fell in love with
it. And yes, there is a real truck on
stage.”
Hands on a Hardbody is based on
a true story and a legendary documentary by the same name. Under

a scorching sun for days on end,
armed with nothing but hope, humor
and ambition, ten contestants fight
to keep at least one hand on a
brand new “hardbody” Nissan truck
to win it. In the hilarious, hard-fought
contest, only one winner can drive
away with the American dream.
“The contest becomes harder and
harder as the contestants begin to
develop and bond with their fellow
competitors,” said Jerry Crouch,
director of Hands on a Hardbody.
“Ten become seven, then four, then
three, and finally one.”

CALL NOW:
877-686-4420
One-Time Discount

*

Asheville Community Theatre.
Hands on a Hardbody June
7- 30, with performances Friday
and Saturday nights at 7:30
pm and Sunday afternoons at 2:30
pm. Two additional performances
are scheduled for Thursday nights,
June 20 and 27 at 7:30 pm. Tickets
are available online at www.ashevilletheatre.org, over the phone at (828)
254-1320, or in person at the Asheville
Community Theatre Box Office.

IF
YOU
GO
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FOOD

RECIPES TO IMPROVE YOUR SKIN, SLEEP, MOOD, ENERGY, FOCUS, DIGESTION, AND SEX

From the trusted, influential, and
famously trend-setting website
comes the first ever Well+Good
cookbook. Founders Alexia Brue and
Melisse Gelula have curated a collection of 100 easy and delicious recipes
from the luminaries across their community to help you eat for wellness. These
dishes don’t require a million ingredients
or crazy long prep times. They are what
the buzziest and busiest people in every facet of
the wellness world—fitness, beauty, spirituality,
women’s health, and more—cook for themselves.
Enjoy Venus Williams’ Jalapeno Vegan Burrito,
Kelly LeVeque’s Chia + Flax Chicken Tenders,

Drew Ramsey’s Kale Salad with Chickpea
Croutons, and Gabrielle Bernstein’s Tahini
Fudge, among many other recipes for
every meal and snack time.
Whether you want to totally transform
your eating habits, clear up your skin,
add more nutrient-rich dishes to
your repertoire, or sleep more soundly, you’ll find what you need in this book.
Along with go-deep guides on specific wellness
topics contributed by experts, this gorgeous
cookbook delivers a little more wellness in every
bite.
Hardcover | $29.99 • Published by Clarkson Potter
• Apr 16, 2019 | 272 Pages

Support
Clean / recyclable
Newsprint

Simple, delicious food with vegetarian
options, Craft beer on draft, great wines,
kids menu, to go menu, daily specials.

112374 7376 Firefly 18 01 17

We’re bringing brunch downtown! Sundays 10:30 til 2:00.
Open daily except Wednesdays 11:30-9:00
454-5400
128 N Main Street, Downtown Waynesville
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ART EVENT

“Behind the Barn” by Jane Voorhees

“Wilde Barn” by Susan Kokora

“Johnny Deyton Barn” by John Mac Kah

Twenty local artists interpret Appalachian barns in a marvelous art event
BY STAFF REPORTS • RIVER ARTS DISTRICT, ASHEVILLE

There are saints in the River Arts District of
Asheville - Saints of Paint, that is.
The Saints of Paint core members are artists whose work reflects the deep appreciation
of the natural environment and the dignity of
human rights. They are committed to diversity,
education, and social justice. The Saints partner
with not-for-profits whose missions match their
aspirations to produce fundraising events to sell
their artworks.
John Mac Kah leads the Saints of Paint, a
group of artists who are committed to helping
raise funds for nonprofits dedicated to preserving
the environment, caring for animals, and working for positive social changes, The Saints are a
collective of realist plein-air painters: Christine
Enochs, Dana Irwin, Mark Henry and Susan
Kokora. In the past six years, SOP has partnered
with RiverLink, Appalachian Wild, and The Blue
Ridge Parkway Foundation. Their work was
chosen to be displayed by the Arts In Embassy
Program for the US State Department at the US
Embassy Pristina, Kosovo to showcase Western
North Carolina as part of cultural exchange.
The Saints of Paint and Appalachian Barn
Alliance are inviting guests on a visual adventure
with the benefit art show, A Pastoral Palette:
The Barn Whispers it’s Memories showcasing
the works of Western North Carolina fine artists
showcasing the work of 20 local fine artists. Art

sales and gala tickets generate income. Increased public awareness, community outreach,
the creation of new relationships, and confirmation of older ones grow from these joint ventures.
The partnership promotes and supports seasoned and emerging artists as well as an atelier
of youngsters ages 7-17 who study painting.
The three-day show opens with a ticketed gala
from 5 to 8 p.m., Friday, June 21, at the Lenoir
Rhyne Conference Center, 36 Montford Ave.,
upstairs above the Asheville Visitor Center. The
public is invited to explore the showcase for free
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, June 22, and
noon to 3 p.m., Sunday, June 23. Proceeds from
the gala and artwork sales from the entire weekend will support the Appalachian Barn Alliance.

supporting nonprofits dedicated to preserving
the environment, caring for animals, and working
for positive social changes.
Saints of Paint
Lenoir-Rhyne Conference Center, upstairs.
36 Montford Ave., Asheville
5-8 pm, Friday, June 21 (ticketed gala); 9-5 pm,
June 22; noon -3 pm, June 22.
Tickets online are at: appalachianbarns.org or
appalachianbarnalliance.org,
For more information, visit thesaintsofpaint.com;
mail@jmkah.com
IF
YOU
GO

THE APPALACHIAN BARN ALLIANCE
The ABA is a 501©3 not-for-profit organization
dedicated to helping preserve our agricultural
heritage by remembering the barns through
photos, oral histories, and architectural drawings. Member of the National Trust for Historical
Preservation. Contact: (828) 380-9066.
appalachianbarns.org
SAINTS OF PAINT
The Saints of Paint is a group of like-minded
artists based in Asheville. They use their talents
to create works of art and are committed to
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VASCULAR DISEASE CONTRIBUTES TO DEMENTIA
Dementia is the loss of the ability to think, to
remember, to solve life problems, to reason
through moral or legal situations.
Dementia is not the occasional forgetting of
someone’s name or an important memorial date
or an appointment. Dementia involves the loss of
memory, language skills, visual perception (hallucinations and delusions), problem-solving skills,
and self-management ability – to the extent that
it interferes with daily life activities. Dementia is a
life-altering, gradually unfolding crisis that affects
every aspect of the life of the person concerned
and the lives of family members who must manage this unrelenting disaster.
Most people know that Alzheimer’s dementia comprises 60-70% of dementia diagnosed
in the United States and affects 1 in 9 individuals
over the age of 65. They think it is mostly a genetic problem and, as such, is highly resistive to
any effective medical interventions. Other neurodegenerative dementias (Lewy body dementia,
frontotemporal dementia, Parkinson’s disease
with dementia, etc.) are considered to fall into the
same category. Not much can be done about
them.
Most people are aware that a stroke or a
series of smaller strokes can lead to dementia,

Your Health

By Max Hammonds, MD

least 70% of all dementia diagnoses.
Vascular disease can be the primary cause of a significant stroke affecting
mental information processing, memory or
language processing, or visual processing.
It may also appear in the form of a series
of strokes that gradually destroys multiple
areas of function and the pathways that
connect those areas of thought, memory,
and sensory function.
But more often, the research concludes,
vascular disease is making the other forms
of dementia more likely to appear and more
likely to worsen quickly because of the
— Photo by Stephen Lustig
lack of oxygen and nutrient delivery to the
brain causing the neurons to function slugbut they think that vascular dementia comprises
gishly
and inefficiently. The neurons cannot be
only 10-20% of the dementia spectrum.
cleared of inflammatory molecules that impede
However, recent studies have concluded
that the health of the vascular system throughout their proper function. They cannot be cleansed
of cellular waste material. Therefore, dementia,
the body is generally the same. If there is an athwhatever its underlying cause, is brought on
erosclerotic disease in the heart’s blood vessels,
the same likely holds true for the blood vessels of more quickly and made worse in its progression.
Most people know that coronary artery disthe brain – and of other critical areas of the body.
ease is caused primarily by lifestyle choices that
The same risk factors that affect the heart’s corlead to obesity, hypertension, smoking, elevated
onary arteries also affect the brain’s major blood
cholesterol, and other blood fats, diabetes, and
vessels. As a result, they conclude that vascular
disease makes a significant contribution to at
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‘Health’ continued on page 29

EVOLVING WHAT IS

ZEN PHILOSOPHY WITH BILL WALZ

“To be free from convention is not to spurn it but not to
be deceived by it.” – Alan Watts
We all think we know what is going on. We think we
have some basic sense of what is true and not true
concerning who and what we are, what our family and
social interactions are about and what is true about our
society and the world. We would be shocked and offended if someone were to say that we were delusional
about much of this, but it actually is quite true that a
good deal of our view of “reality” amounts to a delusion
of sorts. It is a delusion built on convention, and convention is really a shared habit of interpreting the world
and responding based on unseen forces of evolving
culture and society going back through generations
into the mist of unknowable origins. It’s “the way things
are” or “what is” at any given place and time, and interestingly, for being “what is,” it is always changing.
It is very important to realize that the world-view we
believe in is profoundly different from that of a 10th
Century Arab, who similarly believed that their worldview was true, or for that matter, a 21st Century Jihadi
Arab, or perhaps, in very important ways, a fellow 21st
Century American who votes for a different political
party. Most importantly, OUR world view and sense of
who we are, our “what is,” may be very different from
what it was ten or twenty years ago. How can this be?
We all live on the same planet, with the same senses and brain. We are all of the same species. A 10th
century squirrel and a 21st century squirrel, no matter
where they are on the planet, have a pretty universal
squirrel “what is.” Yet, we humans from different places
and times have very different notions of what is true
and not true. This is because humans have abstracting
minds that generate what amounts to virtual realities,
stories about who we are, and what is true and not
true created by cultural, historical, social, and psychological perceptions, all quite subjective.
What IS true is that we humans mostly live inside
these stories in our minds about what we want and
what we fear and what we believe to be true - repeated over and over creating the effect for us that these
stories ARE true and real - when they are not. Within a
relatively narrow range of political, cultural, religious and
personal differences, white, financially secure Americans have a large overlay of agreed consensus-reality,
such as America being the best country in the world
with the best system of government, which is the same
belief most citizens of other countries have about their
country despite all the complaints they may have about
the country’s actual functioning. Most “mainstream”
Americans similarly believe that the American capitalist
consumer economic system is the best system despite
mounting evidence that it does not lead to happiness
or fairness, and is threatening the environmental sustainability of the planet. That Native Americans, many
people of color, those who are in poverty, or those who
have studied these issues carefully might not agree
with these stories doesn’t really seem valid to the
“mainstream” American. So if these stories of American
exceptionalism may not be true, what IS real and true?
It might be helpful to remember the wisdom of the ancient Greek philosopher Socrates who said, “The only

true wisdom is in knowing you know nothing.”
Yet, it is important we seek to have as good a grasp
on the possibility of truth and reality as we can. Zen
addresses this conundrum by seeking to guide us into
the fine-honing of all our sensory and mental capacities through training in in-the-moment awareness. It
teaches that we are mistaken in believing we are the
activity of our mind, all these thoughts and emotions,
but rather that we are the energy of consciousness prior to any belief or opinion of this or that. It teaches us
to be vitally present, to be increasingly aware of being
the witness of the moment, to bring non-judgmental
questioning into the “thusness” or “what-is-ness” of the
moment, including the stories our mind is telling us. It
encourages us to acknowledge the underlying mystery
of existence while conceding that we must believe and
do something, for the world must also be approached
in a practical and functional manner. For this, convention is useful. It is just important not to mistake convention for truth. It is A way, not THE way of any situation.
Buddhism tells us that which IS real is the unfolding
moments of life at multi-dimensional levels from the
microscopic to the cosmic and everything between,
including humans with their stories. It is a dance, an interplay of phenomena, energies, forces, Nature, history,
institutions, persons and intra-psychic conditions and
conditioning. It is also the projection of our stories onto
whatever and whoever is happening in front of us. It is
an acknowledgement that whatever our truth is in the
personal, cultural, social and political spheres may be
as true or untrue as any other, that what really matters is what actually works to minimize unnecessary
suffering in the world. It warns that our anticipations of
the future are mostly unlikely, just as our memories of
the past are mostly distorted projections of whatever
is OUR story. Even more importantly, Buddhism points
out that we are seldom truly present for whatever and
whoever is happening in front of us. Rather, it cautions
us, to notice that we are often only partially present
for the what-is that unfolds around us, and instead are
caught up in telling and projecting our mental stories.
We are missing Life as it happens. In a very important
way, this is simply insane.
To be truly sane, to be what Buddhism calls awakened, is to realize that these stories are a kind of virtual
reality created by the mind, and instead of continuing
to be pulled into and motivated by these stories, to get
in touch with and respond to the realities of the what-is
in the moment as it unfolds. This is mindfulness. To
be mindful is to engage the moment as the observing
awareness that can watch these stories arise within us
and others, noting their shifting, morphing, unstable
and impermanent nature, and how they pass, making
way for another story that will arise, have a duration
and then pass. To be mindful is to realize this witnessing awareness is completely stable and enduring, as
is Nature, and so this awareness is OUR nature, and
it has been the witness that is the true core of who we
are for our entire life. And it is entirely sane. Action that
arises from this mindful engagement will then be more
likely true to the situation and beneficial.
To be mindful is to train in stabilizing awareness as

our present-moment self, in penetrating with ever-increasing subtlety of awareness into the flow of the
moment, to realize awareness as our true presence
that can penetrate the “what is” of the moment in
a balanced application of our senses, intelligence,
emotions and intuition. This has been the reality of
every mystic in every culture throughout human history.
It is the perception that allowed Socrates to note the
nature of wisdom over 2500 years ago, interestingly at
approximately the same historic time that Lao Tzu was
making such an observation in China and Buddha in
India, perhaps because the civilization-myth-as-reality
was fully replacing human identification with Nature
about that time.
As long as we live out of the stories that pass nearly
randomly and involuntarily through our field of consciousness, we will be unable to address effectively the
real and true challenges or celebrate the real beauty of
life. This is true for individuals and it is true for society.
We are unable as a society to address effectively the
challenges we face precisely because we are living
out false and limiting stories concerning what-is, and
instead we act out of the false narrative of stories that
no longer apply. This is why our politics and governing
is so dysfunctional. To evolve is to become increasingly
aware and adaptive to what-is, and never in human
history has it been more imperative than it is now to let
go of living out of stories of what was and come into
the real challenges of what is.
To have enlightened and effective societies we must
first do the work of becoming effective and enlightened individuals. We must STOP LIVING INSIDE THE
OLD STORIES. We have to be ready to face the very
real possibility that the story of American society may
be about to change dramatically in the coming years
and it is imperative that those who want to shape
that story in a more enlightened and compassionate
way are unafraid and capable in the face of whatever
new “what is” may come along. We must be ready to
break free into the “what-is” that unfolds moment to
moment with a questioning and open mind. There is no
doubt that we can create beautiful lives individually and
collectively, but only if they are built on the true shifting
sands of what-is with humility, wonder, skill and faith
that no matter the what-is we can find a path of action
(or non-action) that will sustain and nourish us and lead
our society in the path of enlightened evolution.

Bill Walz has taught meditation and
mindfulness in university and public forums
and is a private-practice meditation teacher
and guide for individuals in mindfulness,
personal growth and consciousness.
Information on classes, talks, personal
growth and healing instruction, or phone consultations at
(828)258-3241, e-mail at healing@billwalz.com Learn
more, see past columns, video and audio programs at www.
billwalz.com
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FESTIVAL
Summer is coming, and so is the Mountain Jewish Festival
BY STAFF REPORTS • HENDERSONVILLE

our Holiday Festival tables. Learn about Shabbat, Passover, Rosh Hashanah, and Chanukah.
Taste a free sample of the traditional foods of the
holidays.
All attendees will receive a free guidebook. The
guidebook has Jewish history, holiday explanations, and recipes.
For your convenience, this year’s festival will include free shuttle buses from off-site parking lots;
Handicapped parking will be in the Synagogue
parking lot.

Agudas Israel Congregation is presenting its
third Mountain Jewish Festival on Sunday, June
23, 12- 4 pm at the Synagogue (505 Glasgow
Lane, Hendersonville).
What is the Mountain Jewish Festival? The
festival is targeted at anyone interested in learning and experiencing Jewish culture as well as
tasting some traditional foods. What will be at the
festival? Food, Music, and Tradition.
Taste traditional homemade baked goods. All
food items were baked In-House by Balabusta
Bakers. Items available for sale include Mandelbread, Hamantashen, Rugalach, Matzah Ball
Chicken Soup, Kugel (noodle pudding), braided
Challah, along with freshly made traditional Egg
Cream Soda and more. Pastrami & Corned Beef
sandwiches will also be available. Food is available for sale to enjoy under the tent, while listening to music, or take-home to enjoy later. Groove
on traditional music performed by Penny White,
singer/song leader, Joel Helfand, Klezmer music,
Daniel Sage, and much more.

Mountain Jewish Festival
FREE ADMISSION. Food tickets will be sold
in advance and at the door. The Judaica
Boutique will be open and stocked with beautiful items. Cash and credit cards (Visa & Master
Charge) accepted. For questions or additional
information, call the Synagogue office at (828) 6939838 • mountainjfevent@gmail.com, or visit
www.mountainjewishfestival.org

WHEN
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Join them at 12:30 and 2:30 pm for a Sanctuary tour, which will include a look at the Torah and
a Q&A session with Rabbi Jackson. Experience
a Jewish wedding at 1:30 and 3:30 pm. Visit

Waynesville’s downtown lights-up for Art After Dark
BY STAFF REPORTS • WAYNESVILLE

Haywood County Arts Council and Galleries
of Haywood County present Art After Dark in
downtown Waynesville on Friday, June 7, 6-9
pm and on subsequent first Fridays each month
through December.
The seven regularly participating galleries are
Balsam Ridge Gallery, Cedar Hill Studio, Haywood County Arts Council Gallery & Gifts, The
Jeweler’s Workbench, Moose Crossing’s Burl
Wood Gallery, T Pennington, and Twigs & Leaves
Gallery. Events include demonstrations, featured
exhibits, refreshments, and live music.
“Art After Dark is one of the truly unique things
about Main Street in Waynesville,” says Tiffani
Watts of Twigs & Leaves Gallery. “The galleries
stay open late, along with some other shops, and

it’s like a mini party in each gallery. People gather
to learn from demonstrating artists, listen to live
music throughout the downtown area, and enjoy
the immensely talented artists we have in our
region.”
At Moose Crossing’s Burl Wood Gallery, second-generation artist Daniel Metzger will be the
featured artist, says owner Janet Metzger, sharing
“his story and his love of design, and revealing
the beauty of woods through crafting artistic
furnishings.”
At Cedar Hill Studio, Pam Hall will demonstrate
mosaic glass art. “Also,” says gallery owner
Gretchen Clasby, “David Witti will entertain on the
keyboard, and we will be introducing the awesome work of seven new artists.”

Waynesville metalsmith and jeweler Terry
Thompson will be the guest artist at The Jeweler’s Workbench. “Watch Terry demonstrate stone
setting and soldering techniques,” says Colleen
Davis. “Enjoy live music by Matthew Stone and
complimentary wine.”
Art After Dark events invites visitors to downtown Waynesville to experience galleries, studios,
restaurants, and other businesses during relaxed
evening hours. “These events provide a chance
for galleries and other businesses to share their
experience with all age groups,” says Richard
Baker, owner of Balsam Ridge Gallery. “It’s a
great family experience.”
WHEN
YOU
GO
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Art After Dark
For more info go to HaywoodArts.org.

OUTSIDE

‘Justis’ continued from page 15
animals. I spent my childhood sketching and
drawing animals. I once found a book by the
wildlife artist Robert Bateman. That book was
like a Bible to me. I studied every page and
learned all I could about Bateman and his work.
To me, Robert Bateman was and is the epitome
of a true wildlife artist and conservationist. This
past August, I was juried into the Artists for
Conservation International Exhibition of Nature
in Art. I had the surreal and esteemed privilege

to be able to show alongside many of the world’s
wildlife master artist, including my idol, Robert
Bateman. This was a massive deal to me, and
I am still pinching myself to make sure I am not
dreaming. I get to lead a life doing a “job” I love,
a privilege a lot of folks do not have, so I remain
grateful every day.
WHEN
YOU
GO

Suzanne Barrett Justis
She can be found on facebook as Suzanne

Barrett Justis Fine Art, Instagram as
Suetheartist and on Twitter@sbjfineart.
Folks can find her work at Twigs and Leaves Gallery
in Waynesville, NC. Mountain Nest Gallery in Black
Mountain, NC and at Suzanne Barrett Justis Fine
Art in Kingsport, TN. (423) 967-4040 •
www.sbjfineart.com
Twigs and Leaves Gallery 98 North Main Street
• Waynesville • (828) 456-1940

Gatlinburg overnight experience to raise funds for national park
BY STAFF REPORTS • GATLINBURG, TENN

Friends of the Smokies has opened registration for the 2019 Classic Hikes of the Smokies
“Overnight Experience,” which will take place on
June 25-26 in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Day one features a guided experience of the
Twin Creeks area of the Smokies; Twin Creeks
Science Center and Ogle Homestead, and a
leisurely afternoon hike.
Day two offers a choice between two guided
hikes, one moderate and one strenuous. The
first, a 5.4-mile hike, will highlight the recently
completed restoration work of the highly-skilled

Trails Forever crew and end at stunning Rainbow
Falls. The second hike will combine three trails for a
15-mile adventure across the southern exposures of
Roundtop and Little Roundtop Mountains to a section of the Smokies that few visitors ever experience.
Lodging and meals are provided at The Buckhorn, East Tennessee’s traditional country inn,
which features stunning views of Mt. Le Conte.
The proceeds from the Gatlinburg Overnight
Experience will further these efforts by supporting the suppression of the hemlock woolly
adelgid infestation using a multipronged ap-

proach, including treatment of 30,000 trees and the
release of 570,000 biological control beetles. The
overnight experience will also raise money for the
park to treat trees in high-use areas that are at risk
of the emerald ash borer, another invasive species.
The cost to attend is $300/person. Those who
register should be prepared to hike at least six
miles and climb more than 1,500 feet on challenging terrain.
WHEN
YOU
GO

Visit hike.friendsofthesmokies.org for more
information and to register.

Seasons of Art

“When we have positive
energy we create light
and color in our art.”
— Olga
Olga Dorenko Fine Art Studio • Asheville River Art District • Warehouse Studios • 2nd Floor, 170 Lyman Street •
Wed-Sat 12-5pm or by appt • (828) 713-8362
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THE POET'S VOICE

By Carol Bjorlie — “THE POET BEHIND THE CELLO”

Two local poets share their poetry this month
I can’t believe it. I got poems from two local
poets! The first from Kennon Webber in March.
Snail mail rules! I even write letters. It is the only
writing I’m doing at present, plus this for Rapid
River Magazine.
From Kennon Webber:
“April is Still. . . “
the cruelest month, especially for
aging poets and young loves on the
Make
bare, leafless trees at sunset
when so much is revealed and ample
time to ponder
Why
baseball begins, robins lay eggs
as well as a few
politicians
and did I mention the IRS?
Intensified by a daylight time shift,
April highlights the dark nooks of the Soul; a
warm searchlight brightens our home,
our ‘hood, reminding us of
unfinished projects
Dreams conveniently forgotten
April is in our face for thirty
days of uncomfortable grace, from
frosty mornings to sweaty
afternoons, and in the
USA, alas, wars, earthquakes,
Assassinations occur in
April; so
Welcome May Day

Another poem came from Alpo (that’s all you get
for the name).
“The Little Book Reader”

I met the little book reader
At an empty art gallery
Her guardian introduced us,
“Are you the one that wrote the book,” she
asked me?
“My granddaughter just loves books.
She must have 200.”
“Well, I love readers,
want to see my characters?”
I showed them
I signed and gave her the art.
She beamed, and I glowed.
Her name is Adriana, and she’s dyslexic.
by Alpo

I have Mary Oliver’s Poetry Handbook, and in it,
she writes about Sound. She writes, “To make
a poem, we must make sounds. Not random
sounds, but chosen sounds.”
These two poems are about SOUND. Hear it?
Read them out loud.
Try this short poem by Galway Kinnel. Read it
out loud. Read it to someone else.
“Hide-and-Seek 1933”
Once we were playing
hide-and-seek and it was time
to go home, the rest gave up
on the game before it was done
and forgot I was still hiding.
I remained hidden as a matter
of honor until the moon rose.

Edward Hirsch, in his book, How to Read A
Poem and Fall In Love with Poetry, says, “Writing fixes the evanescence of sound. The sound

of words is the first primitive pleasure in poetry.
“In poetry,” Wallace Stevens asserted, “you
must love the words, the ideas and images and
rhythms with all your capacity love anything at
all.”
Stevens lists the love of words as the first condition of a capacity to love anything in poetry
at all because it is the words that make things
happen.
Listen to this poem by Lucille Clifton
“i am not done yet”
as possible as yeast
as imminent as bread
a collection of safe habits
a collection of cares
less certain than i seem
more certain than i was
a changed changer
i continue to continue
where i have been
most of my lives is
where i’m going

This poem AND Lucille herself. I heard her
read in St. Paul.

For a final verse, we have Ralph Waldo Emerson.
He wrote, “What lies behind us and what lies
before us are tiny matters, compared to what lies
within us.”
We’re off to Minnesota for two weeks. You’ll
be hearing from me in July.
Be safe.
Blessings
—Carol Bjorlie
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BOOKS
Interview with WNC writer Erica C. Witsell on her debut
novel ‘Give’
BY STAFF REPORTS • DOWNTOWN ASHEVILLE

ERICA C. WITSELL PRESENTS
HER DEBUT NOVEL ‘GIVE’
From the misty coast and dry
ranch country of rural California to
San Francisco’s lively streets and Oregon’s protective woods, Jessie
and Emma are followed
by the fumbles, failures,
and multifaceted love of
their family. The sisters are
left behind by Laurel, a mother
who never takes to mothering,
then raised by their father and
a stepmother who loves them
as her own. When Laurel reappears
to rekindle a relationship, they have
different responses, but, in their love
for one another, allow each other to
follow their paths. As their lives settle
into adulthood along with their questions of belonging, Laurel, desperate
for another chance at family and happiness, asks for a stunning gift. The
reverberations from the request and
its answer will continue to transform
the lives of the family.
In Give, debut novelist Erica Witsell
wades through issues of motherhood, sisterhood, queer identity,
polyamory, infertility, and infidelity
while never losing sight of the crucial
central question: How do we choose
to give love?
Rapid River Magazine: Are there
specific books or writers that inspired you to become a writer? Did
you read specific writers during the
process of writing Give?
Erica Witsell: When I was a young,

my favorite books were the ones in
which the main characters long for
a home of their own—Uncle Tom’s
Cabin, Mandy, My Side of the Mountain—although at the time I never really considered why it was that
those particular stories resonated with me so powerfully.
Looking back, I am not at all
surprised that the book I
wrote three decades later
is about many of those
same themes of home
and belonging.
Although Give is my debut novel,
it’s not my first; I wrote a novel in
college as my senior thesis. I remember well how my advisor, after
reading a few very mediocre chapters, asked me rather bluntly how I
could expect to write fiction without
reading it. I took his words to heart,
and they have proved to be the best
advice about writing that I have ever
received. While I was writing Give, I
read Cheryl Strayed, Jeannette Walls,
and Sarah Waters, to name a few of
my favorites. I also feel particularly
indebted to Sarah Viren’s remarkable
memoir, Mine; her evocative prose
helped me through a particularly
rough chapter in Give.
RRM: What, if anything, surprised
you as you wrote Give?
EW: For a long time, I thought that
Give might go no further than my
Google drive. Even after I decided to
fictionalize, I didn’t want to risk endangering my relationships with the
people I love. However, I have been

bowled over by my family’s support
for the book, and in many ways, I
think that Give has brought us even
closer. That was a surprise, and it
has been the book’s true gift to me.
RRM: As a writer, what did you learn
by writing this story?
EW: I read somewhere that the real
challenge of being a writer is not
coming up with the story—there
are stories everywhere—but instead
having the discipline to sit down
and write them. Although I do think
that there’s a lot of truth to that, one
thing I learned from writing Give is
that unless you have a story that you
feel deeply compelled to write, it is
challenging to make yourself sit down
at the computer, when there are so
many other essential things to do.
When you do have such a story, it is
painful not to.
For more information on this book
please visit the writer’s site
www.ericawitsell.com

Coming in July
Lydia Fitzpatrick presents Lights All
Night Long
15-year-old Ilya arrives in
Louisiana from his native
Russia for what should
be the adventure of
his life: a year in the
US as an exchange student.
The abundance of his new world is
as hard to fathom as the relentless
cheerfulness of his host parents. And
Sadie, their beautiful and enigmatic
daughter, has miraculously taken an
interest in him. Malaprop’s 7/8 6pm

JUNE 2019

PARTIAL LISTING

We host numerous Readings &
Book clubs, as well as Salons!
Visit www.malaprops.com

READINGS & BOOK SIGNINGS

Reina Weiner presents ‘Trust
Your Doctor...but Not That
Much: Be Your Own Best
Healthcare Advocate’
6/03 - 6pm
Jared Yates Sexton presents
‘The Man They Wanted Me to
Be’ — 6/06 - 6pm
Anna Bright presents ‘The
Beholder’ in conversation
with Meagan Spooner
6/10 - 6pm
Chris Smith presents ‘The
Whole Okra: A Seed to Stem
Celebration’ — 6/12 - 6pm
Janet Lee presents ‘Sea
Sirens’ in conversation with
Hope Larson — 6/17 - 6pm
Liza Wieland presents ‘Paris,
7 A.M.’ — 6/18 - 6pm
Amber Smith presents
‘Something Like Gravity’
06/25 - 6:pm

55 Haywood St.

(828) 254-6734 • 800-441-9829
Monday-Saturday 9AM to 9PM
Sunday 9AM to 7PM
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“Give Me The Roses” A celebration of the Carter family and women in
old-time music, June 7 at the White Horse
BY STAFF REPORTS • BLACK MOUNTAIN

Award-winning musicians
Susan Pepper and Ash Devine
are joined by musician,
multi-talented, Laurie Fisher
for a special women led concert celebrating the music of

Carter Family
Band, and women in traditional music.
the legendary

of harmony singing as well as a
passion for women of Appalachian
musical traditions. Their voices rise
above the backdrop of their smooth
and traditionally styled banjo, guitar,
dulcimer, and bass.

Ash Devine: Award-winning songwriter, folk-Americana-country musiAsh Devine (left) and Susan Pepper cian, and multi-talented humanitarThe show will feature authenian performance artist, and teacher
tic representations of Carter
Ash Devine is based in Asheville,
Family tunes; unique women-centered versions of
North Carolina, originally from the Blue Ridge
traditional ballads and instrumental tunes, as well as
Mountains of VA. Ash Devine is an accomAppalachian, influenced original songs.
plished songwriter, instrumentalist on finger-style
The trio presents an upbeat, energetic show
and Carter Scratch guitar and innovative, origicelebrating the musical styles of Maybelle and
nal Ukulele playing. In 2015, Ash Devine starred
Sara Carter of the legendary Carter Family Band,
as Maybelle Carter and musically co-directed
unique traditional ballads sung and taught by
the production of “Esley: The Life and Music of
women, and folk tunes from Appalachian tradiLeslie Riddle” at the Parkway Playhouse. Retions. The core of their show is a potent blend
cently seen on stage with NEA award-winning

Appalachian folk artist Sheila Kay Adams, Devine
performs an eclectic repertoire of both traditional
and original tunes. www.ashdevine.net
Susan Pepper: Susan, singer and old-time
multi-instrumentalist, has been digging into
mountain singing traditions for the past fifteen
years. She has a solo record Hollerin Girl, produced On the Threshold of a Dream, a compilation of her field recordings of traditional North
Carolina ballad singers and she is co-producer
of a new Appalachian music film, The Mountain
Minor. She teaches music in her community in
Jackson County, NC.
White Horse in Black Mountain
Friday, June 7, 7-9pm. Tickets $12 ahead,
$15 day of Appalachian-folk-Americana
105c Montreat Road, Black Mountain
www.whitehorseblackmountain.com
(828) 669-0816

IF
YOU
GO
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WNC JUNE EVENTS
AmiciMusic presents great trios for oboe, bassoon, and piano in June
BY STAFF REPORTS • WNC

Music Hall in West Asheville. They will
do a final performance on Sunday, June
9 at 2 pm at First Presbyterian Church in
Asheville.

AmiciMusic will present an
extraordinary program in

June entitled “REED ‘EM
& WEEP.”

This concert features
For more information about the
IF
some great trios for the
YOU
program and to buy seats in adGO
rare, but wonderful combivance, please visit www.amicimunation of oboe, bassoon,
sic.org and click on the link to the Asheville
and piano.
Concerts at the top of the page.
Margaret Herlehy, oboe,
AmiciMusic is an award-winning non-profand Janet Polk, bassoon,
it chamber music organization based in
will travel from New EnAsheville that is dedicated to performing the
gland to join pianist/Artistic
highest quality chamber music in intimate
Director Daniel Weiser in
spaces and non-traditional venues. They
four exciting performances
also aim to break down barriers between
Margaret Herlehy, oboe, pianist/Artistic Director Daniel Weiser and Janet Polk, bassoon
of music by Poulenc, Lalliet,
audiences and performers through short talks
Bizet, and a little-known
Hendersonville
on
Friday,
June
7
at
7:30.
before each piece and by establishing a more
19th-century female composer, Marie de Grandval.
On Saturday, June 8, they will do a 2 pm show
informal and relaxed atmosphere at all of their
They will play in four venues on the weekend of
at
St.
Phillip’s
Episcopal
Church
in
Brevard
and
concerts.
June 7-10. First up is a special House Concert in
then a 7 pm program at Isis Restaurant and

Animals in art help animals in need through a fundraiser at Arrowhead Gallery
BY STAFF REPORTS • OLD FORT

CALL TO ARTISTS:
If you love animals and you
love to create 2 or 3-dimensional work, then please read
on.
Arrowhead Gallery in Old
Fort is happy to announce that
their chosen fundraiser this year
is Brother Wolf Animal Shelter of McDowell County. The
theme of the annual exhibit is
“Puppies, Kitten’s and More,
Oh My!”
Take in of works: June 7, 2-6 pm.
The public is invited to the Opening Awards
Reception on Saturday, June 9, 2-4 pm.

During the time
of the reception,
Brother Wolf will
also be in front of
the gallery with
animals up for
adoption.
The exhibit
of both 2D and
3D art will be on
display from June
9 - July 4.
2017 Best of Show by Lisa Silver
Note: 20% of sales
will be taken from
sold entries from this show — 15 % for Brother
Wolf and 5% to cover the cost for the exhibit.

They are pleased to have as their judge this
year, RADA President and well-known artist and
art instructor, Nadine Charlsen.
Entries for members of Arrowhead Artists and
Artisan League are $10 for one, $15 for two, $20
for three; non-members $15 for one, $20 for two,
$25 for three. Print and fill out entry before bringing in work. Further information and applications
are online at arrowheadart.org under exhibits.
Arrowhead Gallery
Questions, email Curator Lorelle Bacon:
lorelleartist@hotmail.com
Arrowhead Gallery 78C Catawba Ave. Old Fort.
(828) 668-1100 • Gallery Hours: Tues thru Sat 10
to 6 and Sunday 1-4pm.
IF
YOU
GO
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THOUGHTS
How the comic strip, Brother Rock, came about and ‘Rocked our world’
BY RANDY GABBARD • NASHVILLE, TENN

In the middle of all this
was a meeting with, and
mentoring sessions from
Mark Cawley, a great
and sooner or later the online
songwriter with many hits
variety platform.
in his history, and lots of
More on that later — if I ‘m not
great songwriting tips and
too wordy in the story of BroRock
career advice. He also has
and Rapid River Magazine.
out a new book, that is
Let’s start at the very beginning
taking the music commu(what an excellent place to start).
nity and more, by storm.
There was a band called Brother
ship and demands, but what does come back
Well, one of the things
Rock, founded by me, and in actuality, I guess,
to me, is the lack of deep pockets. It’s tough to
that
he
struck
a
nerve
with
was how to connect
I’m the only original member — which is a lot like
compete with someone offering your guitar playwith an audience for Brother Rock’s music. The
the story of Nashville, Music City, an amazing
er, of two shows, $300 a night. So there are anworld was not beating down the door for Bromagnet for musical talent. And quite a few of
other 6-8 months of rehearsal working in a new
Rock’s next single or CD. So started the idea
these great players have gone through the ranks
member, rinse and repeat. This went on for seven search — Songwriters tell stories, right? I considof BroRock. No, I’m not a boogerhead, that
years, economically draining and nerve-racking.
er myself a songwriter, a term not to be bandied
drives people away by my authoritarian leaderaround Nashville. So, what kind of stoYour Family Deserves The
ry can I tell that will “Not” be a song?
You may qualify for discounts on...
Technology...
ERIOUS LLNESS
Value...
I started with a short story about a
Medicare Supplement
TV!...
You May Qualify for a Living Beneﬁt Loan
Insurance
friendly, strange musician. Surprisingly
Have you been diagnosed with cancer or another
Are you taking advantage of all the
Add High Speed Internet
serious medical condition?
discounts and benefits* available to you?
enough named Brother Rock.
Do you have at least $75,000 of life insurance?
u Early enrollment
Through our program you can borrow
/mo.
Brother Rock, the original CD was
u Direct deposit
money from your life insurance and receive
u Household
up to 50% of your policy’s death beneﬁt today.
190 Channels
recorded
in 2000-2004. Hey, when
u Multi-policy
Call today to see if you qualify.
u Dental and vision care
you’re poor things take a while. But
Upgrade to the
FREE Standard
Smart HD-DVR
Hopper® 3 Smart HD DVR
u Free gym or health
1-877-286-4495
Installation
Included!
club memberships
soon after came the CD cover, which
Call 1-877-221-3609 to find a low-premium
in up to 6 rooms
featured the Dude in the monk suit,
Medicare Supplement plan from a top-rated company.
Plus discounts and benefits you may be missing!
with the Strat, jeans, Chuck Taylors,
1-844-568-8904
and sunglasses. BroRock was born.
(Who knew the avatar would outlive
Discover the world’s best
the band, and become the “Star”
FROM
walk-in bathtub from
$
1,549
1,500
of his comic strip.) He, William (his
*
$
S AV IN G S
1,299
5 Reasons
youngster cohort, sometime nemesis),
American Standard
Walk-In Tubs are Your
Bosco (William’s almost human dog/
Best Choice
FREE ONBOARD CREDIT
1 Backed by American Standard’s
GRAND ALASKAN CRUISE & TOUR
pal), and the ducks were the original
140 years of experience
2 Ultra low entry for easy
Seattle • Vancouver • Ketchikan • Juneau • Skagway •
entering and exiting
characters of the strip. Others joined
Glacier Bay • Anchorage • Denali • and more
3 Patented Quick Drain
fast water removal system
12 days, departs May - September 2020
4 Lifetime Warranty on the bath
the ranks later. But these folks became
INCLUDES:
00
Enjoy 7 nights aboard Holland America Line’s ms Westerdam
AND installation, INCLUDING
$
Over 155 Channels
labor backed by
and 4 nights on land. You’ll cruise the Gulf of Alaska and the
Monthly Fee for a
American Standard
more than just another toe in the door.
Inside Passage—where you’ll pass glaciers, mountains, and lush
Genie® HD DVR
5 44 Hydrotherapy jets for an
forests, with stops in Ketchikan, Skagway, and Glacier Bay. On
invigorating massage
land, you’ll go deep into Denali National Park, tour Anchorage,
They were a hoot, with personalities
and see the Alaska Wildlife Conservation Center.
Includes FREE American Standard Right Height Toilet
Limited Time Offer! Call Today!
Promo code N7017
that could grab you off the paper.
888-407-5469
866-726-1727
1-888-556-7921
The comic strip was born. Enter “the
artist,” Guy Gilchrist. Without a doubt,
I am writing to you from Nashville, Tenn, home of Brother
Rock, The comic strip, the band,

S

I

BEST

?

Subject to availability.
Restrictions apply. Internet not provided by
DISH and will be billed separately.

America’s Top 120

• Watch and record 16 shows at once
• Get built-in Netflix and YouTube
• Watch TV on your mobile devices
Hopper upgrade fee $5/mo.
Netflix subscription required.

*Discounts and benefits vary by plan and by state. Call for details on plans/discounts
available in your area. Not connected with or endorsed by the U.S. Government or
the federal Medicare program. Insurance advertisement. Insuractive, Inc. Insurance
licensed in all 50 states & DC. CA license #0167772.

AW18-1002

AW18-1024

Where available.

CALL TODAY
Save 20%!
Offer ends 7/10/19.

Savings with 2 year price guarantee with AT120 starting at $59.99 compared to everyday price. All offers require credit qualification, 2 year commitment with early termination fee and eAutoPay. Prices include Hopper
Duo for qualifying customers. Hopper, Hopper w/ Sling or Hopper 3 $5/mo. more. Upfront fees may apply based on credit qualification. Fees apply for additional TVs: Hopper $15/mo., Joey $5/mo., Super Joey $10/mo.

$

*

Smallfoot
on DIRECTV CINEMA®

®

35

LIVE

ON DEMAND

SELECT™ All Included Package

MO.

For 12 mos. plus taxes. W/ 24-mo. agmt. Autopay & paperless bill req’d.
$81/mo. in months 13-24 (subject to change).*

®

$
1,500 in Savings INCLUDES a
FREE American Standard Toilet

A+ RATED

*$19.95 ACTIVATION FEE, EARLY TERMINATION FEE OF $20/MO. FOR EACH MONTH REMAINING ON AGMT, EQUIPMENT NON-RETURN & ADD’L FEES APPLY.
Price incl. All Included pkg & is after $5/mo. autopay & paperless bill discount for 12 mos. Pay $40/mo. + taxes until discount starts w/in 3 bills. New approved residential customers only (equipment lease req’d). Credit card req’d (except MA & PA). Restr’s apply.

CALL NOW and ask about Next Day Installation.

IVS Support Holdings LLC

SELECT ALL INCLUDED PACKAGE: Ends 6/30/19. Available only in the U.S. (excludes Puerto Rico and U.S.V.I.). 1st & 2nd Year Pricing: $35 for first 12 mos. only. After 12 mos. or loss of eligibility, then-prevailing rate applies (currently $81/mo. for SELECT All Included) unless
canceled or changed prior to end of the promo period. Pricing subject to change. $5/Mo. Discount: Must enroll in autopay & paperless bill within 30 days of TV activation to receive bill credit starting in 1-3 bill cycles. First-time credit will include all credits earned since meeting
offer requirements. Must maintain autopay/paperless bill and valid email address to continue credits. No credits in 2nd year for autopay/paperless bill. Includes: SELECT All Included TV Pkg, monthly service & equipment fees for one Genie HD DVR, and standard pro installation.
Exclusions: Price excludes Regional Sports fee of up to $8.49/mo. (which is extra & applies to CHOICE and/or MÁS ULTRA and higher pkgs), applicable use tax expense surcharge on retail value of installation, custom installation, equipment upgrades/add-ons (min. $99 one-time fee
& $7/mo. fee for each extra receiver/DIRECTV Ready TV/Device), and certain other add’l fees & charges. Different offers may apply for eligible multi-dwelling-unit and telco customers. DIRECTV SVC TERMS: Subject to Equipment Lease & Customer Agreements. Must maintain
a min. base TV pkg of $29.99/mo. Programming, pricing, terms and conditions subject to change at any time. Some offers may not be available through all channels and in select areas. Visit directv.com/legal or call for details. Offers may not be combined with other
promotional offers on the same services and may be modified or discontinued at any time without notice. Other conditions apply to all offers. Smallfoot: ©2018 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. All Rights Reserved. ©2019 AT&T Intellectual Property. All Rights Reserved. AT&T, Globe
logo, DIRECTV, and all other DIRECTV marks contained herein are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. All other marks are the property of their respective owners.

TM

FREE IN-HOME
EVALUATION!

Receive a free American Standard Cadet toilet with full installation of a Liberation Walk-In Bath, Liberation Shower, or Deluxe Shower. Offer valid only while supplies last.
Limit one per household. Must be first time purchaser. See www.walkintubs.americanstandard-us.com for other restrictions and for licensing, warranty, and company
information. CSLB B982796; Suffolk NY:55431H; NYC:HIC#2022748-DCA. Safety Tubs Co. LLC does not sell in Nassau NY, Westchester NY, Putnam NY, Rockland NY.

*Prices are per person based on double occupancy plus $299 taxes & fees. Single supplement and seasonal surcharges
may apply. Add-on airfare available. Onboard Credit requires purchase of Ocean View or Balcony Cabin. Offers apply
to new bookings only, made by 8/31/19. Other terms and conditions may apply. Ask your Travel Consultant for details.
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CONTINUED
‘Health’ continued from page 20
chronic stress. When these factors are modified
and controlled by lifestyle changes, the risk for
heart disease drops by 90%. With these modifications, even should a heart attack occur, the
person can more likely survive.
What most people don’t know is that these
same lifestyle modifications can save the brain.
Not only can these modifications decrease the

chance of having a stroke by 80%, but they can
also reduce the chances of developing most dementia types and significantly retard the progression of that dementia.
Most dementia is unrelenting and ultimately not
survivable. Make the lifestyle choices necessary
to not only save your heart but also to save your
brain. It’s not replaceable.

“Without freedom, no art;
art lives only on the restraints it imposes on itself,
and dies of all others.”
—Albert Camus

‘Brother Rock’ continued from page 28
a genius. He took my descriptions, of course too
wordy, and came up with the perfect images for
each of these characters. Once there were faces
to go with the names, it made writing for them
even more relaxed, and the falling in absolute
love with them, inevitable. And yes, I am smitten.
I hope you will be as well.
We’ve already mentioned Nashville, and it’s
colossal talent base. You would think the strip
would fit in just fine and find a home with the local
newspapers or magazines. Except no one here
was interested in the comic strip. It looked great,
seemed to make folks chuckle, but nothing. Not
even to this writing is there a publication in Twang
Town, throwing down the Brother Rock comic
strip. Thank goodness for the internet.
So we start our search for people who might

find the strip to be their cup of tea. Several small
music blogs, a couple of small record labels,
and management groups took notice. And then
the stars aligned or one of us was holding our
mouth just right, and Brother Rock was seen by
Dennis Ray, of the Rapid River Magazine. How
cool is that? And he liked it, “Mikey, he liked it.”
Only oldsters will get that. Of course, that is not
the only group reading the Rapid River Magazine,
and we are sooooo blessed that folks like it.
PS. I warned you that I might run out of time,
before talking about the Brother Rock Show online.
But hopefully, we’ll get a chance in the future. I do
believe it will also be a Hoot.

Your Home
Owners Insurance
Is Not Complete
A Home Warranty Is the
Perfect Complement to Your
Home Owners Insurance.

Home appliances and systems break down,
that’s when you need a home warranty from
American Residential Warranty to help with
the repair or replacement cost.

LI M IT ED
TI M E OF
FE R:

20

$

CALL NOW:
877-686-4420
One-Time Discount

*

Call for dental coverage today to help save
money on big dental bills.

This is real dental insurance from Physicians
Mutual Insurance Company that helps pay for over
350 procedures – cleanings, fillings, crowns, even
dentures.
• No annual maximum, no deductible
• See any dentist you want – including your own

70 Main Street • Clyde, NC 28721

• Over 50? Coverage as low as $1 per day

Call now to get this

FREE Information Kit

1-844-550-9600
dental50plus.com/rapid
Ask about Network Savings!
Over 470,000 Provider Locations Nationwide
*Individual Plan. Coverage not available in all states. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/ certificate of this type. Contact us for complete details about this insurance
solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA:
P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN)
AW19-1034
6197
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JUNE Comics
www.brotherrock.net

Ratchet and Spin

By Jess and Russ Woods
Ratchet and Spin © 2019

Corgi Tales

By Phil Hawkins

Best in Show

By Phil Juliano

SERIOUS ILLNESS?
You May Qualify for a Living Beneﬁt Loan
Have you been diagnosed with cancer or another
serious medical condition?
Do you have at least $75,000 of life insurance?

Through our program you can borrow
money from your life insurance and receive
up to 50% of your policy’s death beneﬁt today.

Call today to see if you qualify.

1-877-286-4495

AW18-1024
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STUDIO TOUR

Toe River Valley Studio tour comes
again May 31-June 2
BY STAFF REPORTS • WNC

sculptors, woodworkers, photographers, print-makers, jewelry designers and mixed-media
artists. Eleven participants are
new to the tour this year.
The concentration of
their work during
artists is due in part to
the free, self-guided
nearby Penland School
tour.
of Craft, an internationThe tour includes
ally known educational
106 participating
Kat Turczyn institution that focuses
artists, as well as
on the handmade.
seven area galleries,
Once
artists
come to the area
throughout Yancey and Mitchand find inspiration in the surell counties. The event takes
rounding Blue Ridge Mountains,
place twice a year, in June and
many decide to stay.
December.
“The tour allows visitors to
Now, in its 26th year, the
not only meet the artists, but
tour sees repeat visitors who
also listen to their stories, and
frequent the same studios each
to travel around one of the
time and others who map a
most beautiful places on earth,”
different route for each event.
Andrews says.
For newcomers, the tour is an
Hours are 10-5 pm each
excellent introduction to the
day. Guidebooks with a list of
vibrant arts community.
participating artists, photos
“The Toe River Arts Studio
of their work and maps to the
Tour is one of the largest and
studios are available at the Toe
longest-running tours in the
River Arts galleries in Burnsville
country,” says Nealy Andrews,
and Spruce Pine, participating
executive director of Toe River
studios and area businesses. A
Arts, which puts on the event.
digital listing of participants can
“Attendees feel like they’re
be found at www.ToeRiverArts.
being let in on a closely held
secret when they arrive at these org.
Long known for its concentration of artists, the Toe River
Valley welcomes visitors to
meet its talented residents,
see their studios, and purchase

mountain sanctuaries that
artists call studios.”
While many areas are known
for one particular artistic
medium, the Toe River Valley
prides itself on creative variety.
The tour includes potters, glass
blowers, textile artists, painters,

Toe River Arts Studio Tour,
IF
YOU
Friday, May 31, through
GO
Sunday, June 2.
For more information about
Burnsville, including lodging and
dining options for the weekend,
go to www.YanceyChamber.com
or call (828) 682-7413.

“My father used to say that it’s never too late to do
anything you wanted to do. And he said, ‘You never
know what you can accomplish until you try.’ “
— Michael Jordan
Asheville Raven & Crone is
a feast for your senses!

ELIMINATE GUTTER CLEANING FOR LIFE!

Get ready for Summer Fun!
Stop by Asheville Raven & Crone as you
plan your summer fun! We have lots of
items to enhance your summer enjoyment, from teas (delicious hot and iced)
to candles for picnics, and tarot cards
for fun group activities. We have incense
for those summer evenings spent on
porches and in your backyard. Try our
Bug Banish spray for those pesky visitors. It’s all natural, and great to have on
hand at home, so grab an extra bottle
for your backpack when you go hiking.
And after you’ve had some adventure-filled days, relax in a soothing bath
with one of our many bath kits. We have
all kinds available for different needs and
intent. Whatever your plans are for the
summer, come on by the shop for a cup
of our tea, browse our selection, and get
a reading from one of our daily readers.
We also have workshops and events
weekly, so bookmark our calendar on
our webpage to keep updated.
We look forward to seeing you!

CALL US TODAY FOR

A FREE ESTIMATE!

1-844-415-7051
Promo Number: 285

Mon-Thurs: 8am-11pm, Fri-Sat:
8am-5pm, Sun: 2pm-8pm EST.

LIMITED TIME OFFER

15

%

Off Entire
LeafFilter®
Purchase

0

+

%

LIFETIME

Financing*

WARRANTY

PLUS ADDITIONAL SENIOR & MILITARY DISCOUNTS

Promo Number: 285
*Contact us for additional details

“We don’t have to ever worry about
climbing the ladder again!”
Jan & Bill – LeafFilter Customers
®

Asheville Raven and Crone • 555
Merrimon Ave, Asheville,
(828) 424-7868
www.ashevilleravenandcrone.com
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